good is in the details

in custom work, every little thing counts big
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Our new Ultimate Replacement Casement was built from good ideas, many of which came from our research with architects. You wanted design flexibility: we answered with a high-performance casement that’s available in larger sizes (up to 40” x 92”), meets egress at small sizes, can replicate a double hung and more. We gave it the industry’s sturdiest hardware and an exclusive new wash mode, so it can be cleaned from inside.

Visit www.MarvinCasement.com or call 1-800-236-9690 for a free Ultimate Replacement Casement brochure.
We don’t know where you get your inspiration, but we get ours from you.

The New Marvin Ultimate Replacement Casement Window
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AN ANNUAL DESIGN COMPETITION.
WITH A WHOLE NEW DIMENSION.

Mark R. Johnson, FAIA, CKD, AIBD

Whirlpool Corporation is always ready to take on the latest challenges. But recently, we created a challenge of our own for architects and designers to tackle. Together with AIBD, we introduced a novel twist to the Concept Awards Design Competition, a live event that takes place annually at the Southeast Building Conference (SEBC).

This unique venue invites tradeshow attendees to witness the design process in real time as designers showcase both their talent and ability to interact with an audience. In past years, hand drawing had been the norm at the competition. But this year, we created a second category for designs drawn in Google® SketchUp.™

It was truly instructive to see low-tech and high-tech design processes side-by-side and to observe the differences between the two winners, Allen Beaumont (hand drawing) and David Pillsbury (Google® SketchUp™). Of course, the reaction of show attendees was fun to watch as well. The entrants successfully completed their designs in just 16 hours over two days—and with lots of questions from the trade show floor.

Each contestant created a preliminary design of a contemporary home for an imaginary dual-income couple (complete with two adolescent children, as well as aging in-laws who would move in within a couple of years). Additionally, each design needed to reflect environmental priorities by including sustainable building practices and products.

Several entries incorporated the passive solar design technique of using deep window and wall overhangs to assist with sunlight management and heat gain. Low-E glazing was specified for windows and doors to increase thermal performance and reduce the energy required to operate a home.

As for appliances, kitchens included ENERGY STAR® qualified products from the KitchenAid® Architect® Series II, plus other energy- and water-efficient models from the series. KitchenAid® outdoor appliances were also used to create outdoor kitchens, a design idea that can minimize the carbon footprint of a home by reducing the interior kitchen space. In the laundry rooms, designers included Whirlpool brand ENERGY STAR® qualified washers and energy-efficient dryers.

At competition’s end, the top finishers were recognized at the Aurora Awards Gala, a celebration of excellence in residential design. To read more about the winners, and see the photo gallery, visit www.theauroras.com/conceptAwards.cfm.

CONTINUING EDUCATION

Whirlpool Corporation invites you to view the latest video podcast of The SketchUp Show, Episode #47. You’ll learn about using Google® SketchUp’s™ Photo Match tool to create a 3D kitchen model that incorporates products and finishes used in the Sustainable Kitchen by Whirlpool Corporation. You’ll also learn how SketchUp™ streamlines the design process and how to find building product models in the Google® 3D Warehouse. The free episode is available at go-2-school.com/podcasts/047.
Isn’t it wonderful when you can delight your clients?
And yourself?

In that spirit, our portfolio of home appliance brands is renowned for helping you satisfy the most discerning of clients. Both those who seek sophistication in the kitchen, laundry, outdoors and beyond. And those who desire inspired ways to save energy, conserve water and support clean indoor air.


THE INSIDE ADVANTAGE
Whirlpool

ENERGY | WATER | INDOOR AIR QUALITY
According to a recent survey among architects using SoftPlan:

- 91% said SoftPlan was faster at creating construction documents
- 95% said SoftPlan was easier to use than their former software
- 99% said they would recommend SoftPlan to other architects

Gain new clients in today's more competitive market with SoftPlan's 2D and 3D capabilities.

According to a recent survey among architects using SoftPlan:
- 95% said SoftPlan was easier to use than their former software
- 96% said SoftPlan was faster at creating construction documents
- 91% said they would recommend SoftPlan to other architects

Version 14

for a free trial version 1-800-248-0164

www.softplan.com
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In a world telling you to “Build green!” Whirlpool Corporation has a fresher, more supportive approach.

Join us in leading the way, starting with our sustainable home appliance solutions that save energy, conserve water and support clean, healthy indoor air.

From kitchen, to laundry, to HVAC and beyond, no one offers you more appliances that are ENERGY STAR® qualified. Or more ways to partner with education, resources and programs designed to make green building practical—and sustainable thinking second nature.

Need it yesterday?

IAPMO Evaluation Service can put you ahead of schedule today.

Offering lower prices and faster, more flexible service than other providers, IAPMO ES is the smart choice for your company's building product evaluation needs.

Choose the evaluation agency preferred by building officials everywhere: IAPMO ES.

Call or visit us online today for more information on fast, professional service from IAPMO ES.
Introducing Trex Escapes® decking.


No other brand of PVC decking can match the beauty and durability of Trex Escapes. The latest addition to our industry-leading suite of products, Escapes offers superior stain and mold resistance, unbeatable scratch resistance, the most natural-looking wood grain pattern, and a palette of deep, rich colors that no other brand can achieve. Escapes. It's more than just PVC decking. It's Trex. To learn more, call 1-800-BUY-TREX ext. 6348 or visit trex.com.

Trex Escapes in Acorn

How outdoor living should feel.

trex.com  Circle no. 81
Easy to install
Easy to maintain
Easy on the eye~

Lightline® canopy kits are simple to assemble and effortless to maintain. They come in a variety of eye-catching styles with stainless steel support arms, acrylic visor panes, and integrated rain gutters. And the patented Click-Lock feature makes installations a breeze.

Free catalog, 1-800-888-2411
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More Products • More Choices

LightSmith® Grilles - 175 Designs
Circle no. 43

Interior Doors - 900 Designs
Circle no. 214

Custom Doors - 900 Designs
Circle no. 214

Shoji
Circle no. 275

Louvegrid
Circle no. 289

Mantels - 270 Designs
Circle no. 302

Fixed Louvered Shutters
Circle no. 337

Visit Our Extensive Website to View Hundreds of Distinctive Doors, Mantels, Grilles, Shoji and Shutters

We Welcome Custom Work

500 Doors Plus Other Fine Wood Products on Display in Our Minneapolis Showroom

Since 1954

PINECREST®
800-443-5357 | www.pinecrestinc.com
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Earn your AIA credits now.

Earn your remaining CEU credits quickly and easily. Hanley Wood offers a continually updated library of AIA-approved CEU coursework. Find courses in the pages of ARCHITECT or residential architect magazines or visit our online continuing education centers at www.architectmagazine.com or www.residentialarchitect.com

Get your 2008 CEU credits today.
Courses are free online.

architectmagazine.com
residentialarchitect.com

Course Features

Instant Certification
Fun and Interactive
Multi-Sensory Stimulation
Pausing and Saving Tests
Real-Time Feedback and Test-Grading
Multiple Course Management and Tracking

To learn more, contact Jennifer Pearce at jpearce@hanleywood.com or 202.736.3447
Finally, flush mount speakers that live up to the name. Sonance sets the new standard of performance and aesthetics with Sonance Architectural Series®, the first line of completely flangeless, perfectly flush in-wall and in-ceiling speakers, providing the perfect complement to high-end trimless light fixtures. So make Sonance Architectural Series part of your next design. It's the one speaker that combines legendary performance with award-winning style. From the one speaker company that is passionate about changing the way the world looks at audio.

To learn more about integrating audio with architecture, visit www.sonance.com/facelift
DUAL-STACKED BURNERS FROM WOLF.
YOU'RE IN COMPLETE CONTROL.

With Wolf you can. With two independent burners that provide settings from 300 to 15,000 Btu, cooks can easily handle any cooking task from melting to searing. The only thing they may find difficult is choosing from the wide range of Wolf models this exclusive feature is now available on. Learn more at wolfcookingtrade.com or call 800-332-9513.
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Option
#537   Far From Ordinary

Every project is different, so using the same window or door for each project won't do. You need options. Who better to provide you with those options than Kolbe! With virtually endless options, like custom shapes that incorporate dramatic curves and unique divided lite patterns, Kolbe windows will take you far from the ordinary to design something extraordinary. For more information visit www.kolbe-kolbe.com or call 1.800.955.8177.
everyone is lamenting the deflation of the housing bubble. But there’s at least one bright side to its departure. The housing boom did a major disservice to the house. It caused nearly everyone—owners, bankers, Realtors, builders, and even architects, in some cases—to think of houses as investments.

When you think of a house as an investment, you begin to expect a substantial return. Many people who bought prior to 2005 tracked the purported appreciation of their house like they would a promising stock in their portfolios. They took comfort in the idea that they wouldn’t have to wait until they sold the house to realize the return. They could simply tap the extra with a home equity loan or line of credit and fund some other pleasures in life—maybe even a second home, or more.

What else that we love so dearly and that serves us so well do we think of in this way? We already accept that the fancy car we buy will likely be worth $10,000 less than we paid for it the moment we drive it off the dealer’s lot. And that special bottle of wine we shared with someone last night? Well, unless we make a candlestick holder out of it, it also has sacrificed its value and potential for mere moments of sweet, ephemeral experience.

There are many things we spend lots of money on, and we don’t expect anything more from the expenditure than pure enjoyment. True, there are collector automobiles and rare vintages of outstanding wine that may increase in value over time, but it’s tough to predict. It’s more magic than math—a witch’s brew of popular taste, perceived quality, availability, and the state of the economy. And therefore, no one considers appreciation in these arenas a sure thing. It’s ‘nice-to-have’ rather than a ‘must-have.’

Now, in most cases, houses cost a great deal more than a car or a bottle of Bordeaux. They do represent the biggest purchase of ordinary folks’ lives. Given that the stakes are so high, people are understandably anxious that the money they put toward their house doesn’t appear to evaporate before their eyes—a concern their banker shares as well. Still, during the boom, we began to count on double-digit growth for this repository of our funds. Suddenly a new kitchen that in other times was a nice-to-have became a must-have. You had to have a spanking new kitchen and baths to sell your house with multiple offers and big sums over the asking price.

All of that was a huge burden for the beleaguered house to bear. And it’s a new burden. Back when people stayed put in one place longer, their houses needed only to show a small return over 30 years of care. If you put in a new kitchen, it was because you wanted one and would derive enjoyment from it. And likely you’d choose one in harmony with the house and comprising the elements important to you, rather than the bling of real estate brochures. Cynical, strategic choices squeeze the soul out of a house.

These days, the pendulum has swung too far in the other direction. Because we still think of houses as our most important investment, we’re frozen with fear about making changes we really want or need to make. We fear overspending and exceeding the quality and price of other houses in the neighborhood. Alas, what makes good financial sense doesn’t always make a good and satisfying home. The rule for a house is like the rule for a bottle of wine: If you love it, that’s what matters most, and therein lies its real worth.

Comments? E-mail: S. Claire Conroy at cconroy@hanleywood.com.
homes are better with power

Set yourself apart from the competition. Build every home generator ready.

Ensure your new homeowner has the backup power needed for protection during a power outage. Guardian automatic standby generators provide peace of mind 24/7. From a broad range of sizes to our GenReady™ load center, the opportunity to offer Guardian products means security for your customers and more profits for you.

1-888-GENERAC • guardiangenerators.com

Learn more on becoming a Builder Alliance Partner. Find out how to Jump Start your Guardian generator product offering and receive a $200 voucher with your first generator purchase. Visit builder.generac.com or call 800.526.2871.
architect/developers speak up and out

Congratulations on the great issue about architects as developers (January/February 2008). This is an endeavor about which most architects dream. Of particular interest were the business aspects of the various projects profiled.

One thing I would like to know more about is whether other architects’ errors and omissions (E&O) insurers have problems with them acting as developer/general contractors. Regardless of whether one forms separate entities, my experience is that most E&O insurance companies are concerned that they will get dragged into the fray—regardless of the separate entity—and are not enthusiastic about covering architects that have that kind of exposure.

In part because of this, I have kept my own developer/builder projects limited to properties that I could occupy myself for several years before selling them. This also takes care of the tax problem, as the gains are long-term capital versus ordinary income. The difference is big: +/- 25 percent versus 45 percent.

Rolling profits from one project to the next is also an excellent way to minimize financing expenses. On my latest project, I was able to get halfway through the project self-financed, and then had a credit line in place to finish up. No dealing with inspections, no points and fees for a construction loan, and significantly reduced interest expense. I took out permanent financing once the project was completed. This improves the timeline and cuts financing costs considerably.

My projects have been rather modest. Nothing as grand in scale as many of those featured in the issue, but I am on my third project as architect/developer/GC. (I have a ‘B’ GC’s license, as well as my architect’s license.) My latest is a live/work project on a 3,500-square-foot CD-zoned infill lot one block from the central plaza in Healdsburg, Calif. The lot was not on the market, but I talked the owner into parting with the property. As was the case with one of the architect/developers you profiled [page 57], I can’t tell you how many people have since told me that they, too, had contacted the owner about buying the property.

Alan B. Cohen, AIA
Healdsburg, Calif.

The January/February issue was very timely and resonates with some of the issues with which our firm has been dealing. We have been designing, building, and developing our own projects since 2002 and have experienced a fair amount of success during the past five years. The recent downturn has shown us that we may “catch our lunch”—an appropriate term that I heard another developer use. It’s not good.

I am writing primarily to respond to a question in your editorial (“School of Hard Knocks,” page 11). “In a slow housing market, will architect-designed and -developed properties do better than those with lesser pedigrees?” you ask. My answer is “only slightly,” which means “financially worse,” since we architects probably spent more to create the buildings, and the scared marketplace will not recognize that value with dollars.

We were a bit naive in thinking we could divorce real estate value from old-fashioned “square foot” logic and that people would routinely pay more for the certain values that architects cherish. A more harsh illustration may be the fact that we received two local AIA Honor Awards this year. As of the night of the awards ceremony, the buildings receiving the awards were vacant, accruing interest at an alarming rate, and had no prospects.

One of the projects receiving an award was our development, which proceeded to lose all of the partners’ initial investment and an additional, equal amount (200 percent loss). The other one was not ours but [was still empty in mid-February 2008], and I can look out my office window and see it as a reminder [of what’s happening in the current market]. The point is really that architects and consumers do not think alike, especially when it comes to buying.

I am not writing to discourage architect/developers, which is something that I strongly encourage, but rather to provide a word of caution and to reiterate how important it is to establish a safe budget and have the discipline to adhere to it. This is something that Jonathan Segal, FAIA, preaches, and it cannot be overstated.

Bill Moore, AIA
Sprocket Design-Build
Denver

Letters may be edited for clarity and length.
Add Lutron® occupancy sensors and shades to a HomeWorks system and save your customers up to 50% on energy costs to light their home.

New! Green Setting
lights the home using at least 15% less energy
(average savings 15-35%)

Occupancy Sensors
provide light only when needed, and save energy when rooms are unoccupied
(savings up to 15%)

Sivoia QED® Shades
control sunlight to reduce heating and cooling costs
(savings up to 10%)

To learn how Lutron light control can enhance your client's home, call 1.877.258.8766 or visit www.lutron.com/homeworks.

© 2008 Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
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One door.
Infinite possibilities.

FOUNDATIONdoor™ is the entryway of Interchangeability.

As an architect, you and your clients will love the interchangeability features available exclusively from FOUNDATIONdoor™ (Fd) with Center Piece Art™ (CPA) panels.

With the trendy CPA Collection, homeowners can change the look, feel and theme of their door, inside and out, in a matter of minutes. Unlike any other entryway in today’s market, Fd is suitable for any style of home. To view the variety of CPA themes available, log onto www.foundationdoor.com.

Miami-Dade certified. * Two-year limited warranty.

Every door we make is the best door made.™

Quality Features:

- Handcrafted Imperial Mahogany 2 1/4" Solid Wood
- Miami-Dade Certification - Single and Double Doors
- German manufactured five-point locking system
- Permanent dual-bonded glass center
- Rocky Mountain Hardware included
- Pre-hung, ready to install
- Eight distinct wood stain options available

The Power of Image.
The Freedom to Change.™
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Look for us at IBS booth #: S9512

foundationdoor.com

Dealer inquiries are invited. Please call: 1.877.648.DOOR

NOA # 07-0629.17 Exp:10/04/2012 NOA # 07-1219.06 Exp: 3/27/2013
a “not so big” anniversary

Few architecture books have had the staying power of Sarah Susanka, FAIA’s

_The Not So Big House: A Blueprint for the Way We Really Live_. Ten years (and

several sequels) later, the book’s core message about the value of thoughtful,

personalized design continues to resonate with an ever-expanding range of

homeowners, giving them the tools to recognize good design and the language
to express their design needs. “What I wanted to do was create a much more

vivid language that allowed all of us to start talking together about

the qualities and not quantities of home,” Susanka says.

That ideal is as relevant today as it was in 1998, so it’s fitting that

The Taunton Press is releasing a second edition of _The Not So Big

House_. Debuting Sept. 23, the new edition includes a fresh introduc-
tion by Susanka, who reflects on the past decade, and an additional
chapter that explores three “Not So Big” projects inspired by her books.

Many of Susanka’s peers acknowledge that the “Not So Big” movement
has had a profound impact on the way average homeowners perceive and
The uninterrupted ceiling in this contemporary Minnesota house—designed by Eric Odor, AIA, Susanka’s former SALA Architects colleague—unites the rooms and creates a sense of openness.

understand the home. “Sarah’s books and other related books from Taunton are part of a shift in our culture, in our society, to higher-quality, more intelligent, more resource-efficient, and more energy-efficient homes,” says Ross Chapin, AIA, principal of Ross Chapin Architects in Langley, Wash. Undoubtedly, with the release of a 10th anniversary edition, The Not So Big House will continue to influence the American perception of “home.”—stephani m. miller

Corbu close-up

More often than not, the way an architect handles details holds clues to his overall design ethos. Modernist master Le Corbusier was no exception. Le Corbusier in Detail (Elsevier, $39.95), by Flora Samuel, explores the ideas behind the smallest details of his architecture.

Backed by painstaking research, Samuel looks closely at Corbu’s treatment of windows, doors, walls, stairways, and the like, pondering their relationship to his work as a whole. She quotes effectively and extensively from his writings, particularly “The Poem of the Right Angle,” his series of 19 paintings and related musings from 1947–1953. And she makes careful distinctions between her own thoughtful opinions and the views of other critics. The book, she writes in the conclusion, “has been a journey through Le Corbusier’s work seen close-up. I have swept away dust and felt my way into the ridges and cracks of his buildings.”—meghan drueding

Flower power

The skyline in one of south central Singapore’s prime residential districts will soon receive a makeover of dramatic proportions, courtesy of Zaha Hadid Architects of London and a four-member consortium of developers led by Singapore-based CapitaLand.

Conceived by Hadid, Hon. FAIA, and partner Patrik Schumacher, the radical design for a housing development at the Farrer Court site comprises seven towers of upscale apartments and 12 garden villas that collectively will accommodate about 1,500 individuals and families. It replaces a 618-unit condominium of the same name scheduled for demolition in September and, according to CapitaLand, will be the largest in the country’s history (in site size and project value).

Given its siting on 19.25 acres surrounded by low-rise development, the $2.1 billion project stands out not only for its height—each 36-story tower will ascend 492 feet—but for its flowerlike design. “The towers are subdivided into petals according to the number of residential units per floor,” Hadid explained in a project brief. “The petals are expressed in three dimensions thanks to vertical cuts, which give definition to the building’s façades.”

Construction will begin by mid-2009 and end in 2013. Once complete, the yet-to-be-renamed development will offer residents unprecedented views of the nearby Singapore Botanic Gardens, among other attractions, and easy access to the Farrer Road MRT commuter station already under construction nearby.—maria misek clark

Zaha Hadid’s towers at Singapore’s Farrer Court redevelopment site will appear to grow from sunken gardens in the landscape. They’re oriented to optimize sun exposure and maximize views of the city.
Robert C. Lautman’s first photography job was as an Army shutterbug in World War II. After the war, he discovered architectural photography and over the subsequent decades became one of its top practitioners. The Washington, D.C.-based Lautman, Hon. AIA, spoke recently with residential architect about his career and his strategy for shooting details.

How do you capture the essence of an architectural detail in a photograph?

“The lighting is everything. Somebody (I’m not sure who; it wasn’t me) once said, ‘Architectural photography consists of two things: knowing where to stand and knowing what time to stand there.’ That, of course, has to do with light. The rest is just technology.”

What are the hardest details to photograph?

“Well, the easiest ones are the classical ones—Roman, Greek, Egyptian. The early classicists did wonderful details. In modern architecture, with the elimination of ornamentation, you have much simpler, less easily defined details. I like them both. When I’ve had it up to here with modernism, I can go shoot something classical. I was imbalanced toward modernism for a long time in my career. Then I visited places like Monticello, Mount Vernon, Greece, Italy, and Egypt, and I realized people all those years ago weren’t so dumb after all.”

How has digital photography influenced your business?

“I’ve gotten to be more and more digital. Film still has a higher quality, but digital is catching up fast. It will equal the quality of film—if not this year, then next year. In five years there will be practically no film around, except in the fine arts. I give architects the choice of 4x5 film or digital. The only way digital affects the photo shoot is that it lets me move more quickly and take more pictures per day.”

My favorite place in the United States is Monticello. It was Jefferson’s workshop. He’d go to Europe and get ideas. Then he’d come back and tear something down and rebuild it. [A few years ago] I went down and tried to photograph Monticello the way he would have, had he lived a few years longer—with a big camera and contact prints and hand-coated platinum paper.” —meghan drueding

save the date

solos: tulou/affordable housing for china
october 3—april 5

Affordable housing is a global concern, no more so than in China—the world’s most populous country. This exhibition showcases one way its leaders are addressing the growing crisis as more and more citizens migrate from villages to cities. Slated to be completed in late 2008 in Guangzhou, China’s third largest city, Tulou (shown here in a rendering) is a dense housing community designed by Urbanus. The young firm’s innovative plan demonstrates how to avoid sprawl by weaving several buildings—a dormitory, small hotel, library, gymnasmium, and apartment building among them—into the existing city fabric. Apartments average about 355 square feet and accommodate up to six adults. The exhibit will also recreate two full-scale bedrooms typical of each unit and outline the entire floor plan in full scale to convey spatial realities. For details, visit www.cooperhewitt.org or call 212.849.8400.

ongoing


For up-to-date, comprehensive calendar listings, go to www.residentialarchitect.com.—shelley d. hutchins
200,000 sku's :: unlimited color options :: 45 years proven performance

The Tapco Group™ :: Innovation Born from Original Thinking™

We innovate for a living. That's why The Tapco Group has the most comprehensive line of authentic looking products designed to perform to the highest standards of the Architectural Community. Find out today how our 45 years of manufacturing experience and deepest selection of color and style is fast becoming the choice of the most discerning Architect. We innovate for a living and manufacture products that will work hard for years to come. Innovate today.

The Tapco Group™
Innovative Exterior Products™
Circle no. 368
www.thetapcogroup.com

ROOFING :: SIDING :: SHUTTERS :: SIDING COMPONENTS :: TOOL SYSTEMS :: EGRESS SYSTEMS :: TRIM :: STONE VENEER
DISCOVER A NEW WORLD OF SHAPES, STYLES AND TEXTURES.
Belgard's ever-expanding universe of paver and wall collections offers endless possibilities for creating hardscapes certain to leave even the most discerning clients speechless.

For a free 2008 Belgard Catalog, call 877-Belgard or visit us at BELGARDFALL.COM
swale tale

a brooklyn brownfield goes green.

the sewers of New York City are mythical, with tales of alligator men and giant rats lurking in their depths. But these days the horror stories involve heavy rains that regularly force stormwater runoff to push raw sewage into the city’s waterways. Rogers Marvel Architects recently parlayed those overburdened sewers into a pivotal design for a mixed-income, mixed-use housing development on a brownfield site bordering Brooklyn, N.Y.’s Gowanus Canal.

The winning scheme, Gowanus Green, is the brainchild of Rogers Marvel, West 8 urban design and landscape architecture of the Netherlands, and New York City-based Starr Whitehouse Landscape Architects and Planners. Rogers Marvel project architect Shuji Suzumori believes their plan to improve neighborhood water sources helped the proposal stand out with the New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development. “We focused a lot of energy on ways to clean up the canal and the site,” he explains.

The 6-acre site—one home to a gas manufacturing plant—will soon comprise nine buildings containing 774 apartments (70 percent of which will be low-income or affordable senior housing), plus 65,000 square feet of ground-floor cultural, retail, and community facilities. Half of the site will be devoted to public greens. A rain garden, amphitheater, plant nursery, playground, and pedestrian mews are also interwoven with the buildings. The largest outdoor area is a 2-acre canal-front park with a landscaped swale trail running through it. Suzumori says 100 percent of the site’s rainwater runoff will be collected and diverted to this trail, which will contain plants to naturally filter contaminants from the water. Any water not absorbed by parks or green roofs will flow cleanly into the canal.

The project team hopes the hefty proportion of green-to-built space will help earn Gowanus Green the new LEED for Neighborhood Development designation. The buildings “are just guests” within the park setting, says principal architect Jonathan Marvel, AIA, and were placed like “deferential chess pieces to frame the greens.” The massive site clean-up offers ample time to hone those details until construction starts in 2010, with completion expected four years later. “This relationship of the buildings to the landscape is really the signature concept,” Marvel says. “If we get this right, then the architecture and construction will fall in place.”—shelley d. hutchins
Smart choices for the future.

Amuse is the latest addition to Waterfall’s environmentally sensitive bath vanity line. Made from FSC-certified woods and low-VOC paints, the 24-inch-wide unit has two drawers and a tilt-out compartment. Shown here in Sunset—one of 13 available colors—it can be ordered with CaesarStone quartz or 3form eco-resin countertops. Waterfall Bathroom Furniture, 888.521.3141; www.waterfallbath.com.


Debuting October 23 and running for a year, Green Community explores the space between buildings. Past, present, and future community plans showing environmentally friendly design will range from small-town neighborhoods to large-scale urban centers. The show will also highlight ways to reduce the impact of our built environments through such sustainable strategies as brownfield redevelopment, transit-oriented communities, and renewable energy options. National Building Museum, 202.272.2448; www.nbm.org.

—Nigel F. Maynard and Shelley D. Hutchins

Community building

For your amusement

Great dane
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YOU'D BE AMAZED AT THE THINGS WE ENDURE TO MAKE SURE YOUR DESIGN ENDURES.

At the American Architectural Manufacturers Association, we're obsessed with window and door performance. Which is bad news for our laundry guys, but good news for you. Because the AAMA certification shows that a window or door's design has passed tough independent tests for resistance to air leakage, water penetration and wind pressure. What's more, AAMA Certification Program manufacturers submit to two surprise plant inspections a year as part of the program's quality assurance requirement. They also certify that the products you specify, when installed properly, match the quality of the sample product tested. So your design and vision will stand the test of time. To learn more, call 847-303-5664 or go to aamanet.org/certification. And, don't be fooled by imitation labels—confirm the products you specify are AAMA certified by visiting the Certification Products Directory on our website.
Choose Liberty Collection double hung or casement, they’ve earned the ENERGY STAR® and have a DP 55 rating, so you can rest assured you’ll save more energy. Liberty windows are engineered to be ‘GREEN’ with easily recycled, durable vinyl components and with our responsible use of wood, we are doing our part to protect the environment. Liberty Collection vinyl clad wood windows add character and warmth to any home.

Call 1.800.846.4746 or visit our website for a dealer nearest you.

pollardwindows.com
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"Thanks to ArchitectJobsOnline.com, I’m part of a great team..."

Career satisfaction comes from finding not only the right job but also the right employer. ArchitectJobsOnline.com offers job listings from the highest concentration of architects anywhere as well as Career Advice, Architect News, Architect Events, Salary Information and Resume Posting. So visit ArchitectJobsOnline.com and find a job that matches your unique taste.

...where nobody else likes sprinkles."
The warm feeling in your home is from the fire. The warm feeling in your heart is from protecting the planet.

Created from ancient soapstone carved from the hills of Finland, Tulikivi fireplaces are the most efficient and clean-burning in the world. Just two armloads of wood burning for three hours will generate 24 hours of gentle, radiant heat. It's the one heating choice that will make you feel good inside and out.

For more information or to request a catalog, visit tulikivi.com or call 800-843-3473.

© 2008 Tulikivi U.S., Inc.

Circle no. 349
In the dining area, upper cabinets segue into open shelves. The shelves' contrapuntal dimensions and strong horizontality provide a striking contrast to the vertical patterns throughout the rest of the kitchen.

The clients for this Seattle kitchen remodeling job wanted more space and better light. Nils C. Finne, AIA, suggested knocking down walls in the dining room and breakfast nook to create one contiguous room. But the owners were nervous, at least initially, “about feeling like they were eating in a kitchen,” he says. Those worries vanished once they saw Finne’s design for a light-filled space full of stunning details and textural contrasts.

A custom island embodies Finne’s “crafted modernism” concept for the 640-square-foot space. For the sake of continuity, fabricators used planks from the same elm tree to make the island countertop and a custom dining table nearby. To add visual and tactile interest, they left the long outside edge of each piece raw and used sleek machine finishes on the remaining sides.

Fabricating the open island was especially tricky. Plumbing, wiring, and disposal installations had to be exact, Finne says, so everything would be in the right spot when the island was put in place. To make those exposed guts look good, the architect speced blackened copper piping and a stainless steel disposal shroud. He also concealed the electrical outlets beneath the island tabletop, because there are no vertical surfaces. It “was a huge challenge,” he acknowledges, “because the mechanics of an island are usually hidden, and in this case nothing was hidden.”

Finne’s choice of subtly opposing textures and materials in soothing hues communicates comfort while also conveying a contemporary edge. Panels of slender bamboo stalks are set in yellow cedar door frames. Sea grass embedded in a translucent resin panel filters daylight while screening undesirable views. And a variegated stone mosaic backsplash provides a colorful counterpoint to the polished limestone counters.

Despite the varied patterns, the overall space feels calm because “the color palette is simple and almost monochromatic,” Finne explains. And yet, he notes slyly, “on second and third looks, you discover this interplay of materials and details.”—shelley d. hutchins

architect: Finne Architects, Seattle
general contractor: Schultz Miller, Seattle
cabinet fabricator: Seaboard Cabinet Co., Seattle
wood fabricator: Urban Hardwoods, Seattle
steel fabricator: Illume Inc., Seattle
resources: hardware: Sun Valley Bronze; plumbing fixtures: Elkay USA, Hansgrohe; range: Wolf Appliance; refrigerator: Sub-Zero
Elegantly detailed materials culminate in lighthearted surprises in this master bath. Architect Nils C. Finne, AIA, chose cool stone and glass to balance a rich fir ceiling, for example, but speced cherry wood cabinets to highlight the use of that wood throughout the rest of the Redmond, Wash., house. Sand-colored limestone tiles cover the floor, but then extend 8 feet up the walls to “create a space within the space,” he says, adding that custom glass mosaics in irregular strips on the floor “break up that stone wrapper.”

Clever contradictions continue elsewhere in the space. Of note is the custom steam shower Finne designed with alternating clear and sandblasted glass panels to create a “play of translucency and transparency” within. A subtly canted glass ceiling in the shower keeps condensation from dropping onto its occupant. And a pivoting transom above the shower door vents the steam.

Another custom touch takes its cues from the alternating shower panels. The twin mirrors above the vanity are flanked by recessed fluorescent lights covered with sandblasted glass. A blackened steel frame and a strip of cherry wood along the top complete the composition. “The lamps are positioned behind two pieces of sandblasted glass,” Finne says of the detail, “for a greater diffusion of light.”—s.d.h.
Introducing AZEK® Porch. The Ultimate Porch Plank.

Made with Procell® Technology, AZEK Porch is the first porch flooring to fulfill the promise of beauty and durability. Better than wood or composites, AZEK Porch is impervious to moisture, never needs painting, and resists scratching and staining. AZEK Porch is perfect for covered or uncovered applications.

For the look of a traditional porch with none of the hassles, ask about AZEK Porch.

www.azek.com
(877)ASK-AZEK
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mind the gap
FOCUS ON AFFORDABILITY

The dearly departed housing boom drove budgets and prices for residential design and construction through the roof. Meanwhile, the concepts of value, discipline, and affordability in both the near and long term were lost in the frenzied pursuit of luxury. These next few years are a sobriety test. Without the cloak of unrealistic expectations, what will prove most important and enduring for residential architects and the people they serve?

Attend the fifth annual Reinvention, the only national conference focusing exclusively on the design and practice issues important to residential architects. This year's symposium will address the wide spectrum of how to make high-quality design more affordable and more meaningful for all of us.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Keynote Address
"Shelter and Delight"
Architecture is not a rarefied privilege of the monied classes. It's a necessity for all humans who depend upon buildings for protection from the elements and sustenance for the soul.

Panel Discussions
Changing the Paradigm
Uniquely designed, entirely site-built houses are the ne plus ultra of patron-underwritten residential architecture. But modular, panelized, prefabricated, multiply designed, adaptively reused, creatively zoned, and appropriately sized dwellings offer more efficient and more affordable high-design alternatives for the other 99 percent of the population.

Reinventing the Pattern Book
Once upon a time, rigorously designed, readily available architect plans provided neighborhoods and towns with felicitous, affordable houses. Can we look again to this time-honored method of design delivery to raise the bar on residential architecture?
AGENDA-AT-A-GLANCE

Monday, December 8
House Tour
Visit Austin's architectural finest
Welcome Reception

Tuesday, December 9
Keynote Address
"Shelter and Delight"
Panel Discussion
Changing the Paradigm
Panel Discussion
Reinventing the Pattern Book
Leadership Awards Luncheon
- Hall of Fame Award
- Firm of the Year Award
- Rising Star Award

Roundtable Discussions
- Developing Your Own Building
- Is Modular Really More Affordable?
- Sustainable by Design

Panel Discussion
Shelter Lab
Reception

Wednesday, December 10
Panel Discussion
Oh, Say Can You LLC?
Special Summit
Can Green and Affordable Coexist?
CORA Convenes

Shelter Lab
No one is better at getting more design for less money into their houses than architects designing for themselves. How can we capture those lessons learned and apply them to the mainstream?

Oh, Say Can You LLC?
Are the models architects choose for organizing their firms and charging their clients standing in the way of access to and delivery of good residential design? We'll examine entrepreneurial, new-world practices that buck the old-world business of architecture.

Special Summit
Can Green and Affordable Coexist?
Conventional wisdom holds that sustainable design is unavoidably more expensive than standard building practices. We'll parse the arguments, scrutinize the evidence, and arm participants with real information to green their practices and enlighten and empower their clients.
Introduce your homeowners to H₂Okinetic Technology™. This jetted shower is impressive and delightfully indulgent. Yet, it’s efficient too. Thanks to Delta’s exclusive H₂Okinetic Technology incorporated into every body spray. By controlling the water’s shape, velocity, and thermal dynamics, H₂Okinetic Technology produces bigger water droplets for a warmer, more luxurious spray that blankets the body while using 36% less water.* Indulge without waste with the Victorian® Bath Collection and other Delta® jetted shower systems.

deltafaucet.com/H2O_Kinetics

*Computation based on comparison of body sprays that have a flow rate of 2.5 gpm under ASME A112.18.1.
time has passed, and the news media are still wailing about the economy. Energy and food prices are high, job growth is sluggish, foreclosures abound in some areas, and the lending industry is in turmoil. It’s hard to tell exactly how bad a shape we’re in overall, and so far the National Bureau of Economic Research has avoided the R-word. But recession or not, there is real pain in many of the sectors architects serve. Even firms whose work continues to flow reassuringly must contend with the fallout of a malaise-filled market. Many architects report that business is just fine. But that doesn’t stop them from worrying about what the next six months may bring.

This is an uncertain period for architects, but also an interesting one, as market trends shake out in response to production housing’s spectacular fall and the new energy realities. While the economic effect on architects varies widely by region and project type, many are doing what good entrepreneurs everywhere do in turbulent times: sticking with what works while tracking new opportunities, revisiting their business plans and networks, and providing stellar design service.

Let’s start with the good news. Small firms in high-end markets and thriving urban areas seem to be faring the best in this flagging economy. They’re agile enough to get by on a couple of big-ticket jobs at a time, and their clients have enough ready cash to rise above the mortgage mess, selling an existing home at a discount, if necessary. In the booming Dallas area, for example, Frank D. Welch, FAIA, says he’s never had a strategy for downturns; work has always come. “I have three architects working for me, and we do large, expensive modern houses,” he says. “I haven’t continued on page 37
PELLA ADVANTAGE NUMBER 59: AN ASSORTMENT OF COLORFUL EXTERIORS WITH A RICHLY SATISFYING INTERIOR.

Aluminum and wood — a sweet combination. Aluminum cladding provides a colorful, durable exterior, while wood creates a beautiful, warm interior. With Pella® wood windows and doors, you’ll find solutions to meet any design challenge or budget requirement. A spectrum of products created to complement your good taste. That’s The Power Of Yellow.®

Call 866-829-9051 or visit pella.com/pro.
seen anyone cancel a large residential project."

Ditto in Minneapolis, where Jean Rehkamp Larson, AIA, a principal of Rehkamp Larson Architects, is trying hard to see the downturn. "It's interesting to drive into work listening to NPR forecasts, get here, and have a full plate of things to do," she says. On the boards are new houses, cabins, and remodeling projects ranging in budget from $200,000 to $2 million. Still, there are signs of unease. One project was put on hold when the husband’s employer announced layoffs, and clients doing homes in the $1.5 million range are required by banks to come up with more cash than they’d like. Recently, a bank assessed a cabin’s value at 25 percent less than the construction cost, causing the client to simply downgrade some appliances. But though day-to-day workflow seems healthy, anxiety lurks beneath the surface. "We're small enough that the workload stays steady, but the downturn certainly affects us emotionally," says Rehkamp Larson, who, with spouse/co-principal Mark Larson, AIA, oversees a staff of seven. "I keep wondering when we're going to feel it."

Others, too, are cautiously optimistic. It's business as usual for Boston architect Keith Moskow, AIA, a principal at the six-person office of Moskow Linn Architects. "Work was the slowest in the late 1990s, before the dot-com boom dropped off, and when the economy was slow in 1994, we were incredibly busy," Moskow says. "It's entirely contrarian, and I have no idea why." But he admits that being small, efficient, and diversified hasn't hurt. Seventy percent of his work is commercial and institutional, and Moskow has about 10 active projects. So when a couple of house commissions were halted on Martha's Vineyard recently, continued on page 38

recession-proofing a firm

It takes about three years to position a firm for surviving a dreary economy, according to business consultant Hugh Hochberg, principal of The Coxe Group, Seattle. "We've been telling clients for quite some time to expect a downturn in 2008 and 2009," he says, while acknowledging that the depth of the current crisis has affected the residential market more than he and his colleagues had anticipated. "Certain firms are somewhat isolated from the weak economy," he says. "Those specializing in high-end and resort homes haven’t lost commissions; they’re doing $7 million homes instead of $10 million homes. But most firms have been affected substantially more than that—mostly those in the condo market, which is dramatically overbuilt." Hochberg, whose clients typically head design firms of fewer than 100 employees, offers these tips for tough times.

Operational. In many cities, building projects have started continued on page 38
Engineered moment-frame solutions save time for the designer, but the Strong Frame moment frame has also been designed to reduce the time and cost associated with installation:

- 100% field-bolted connections: faster assembly and installation, no welding or special inspection needed
- Wood nailers are pre-installed on the frame: No more field-drilling and bolting of nailers
- Frames fit in a standard 2x6 wall: No thicker walls or furring required
- Field adjustability to account for anchor-placement issues: Column to beam connection can be shimmed 1/4" to 1/2"

Watch financial indicators closely from month to month. Two key indicators are how long it takes to get paid and the direct labor multiplier, which is revenue received for direct labor paid. (The average firm takes in $3 for every dollar it pays in direct labor.) Additionally, owners should keep compensation reasonable. Take the money out of profits rather than building in high fixed costs for salaries, and base bonuses on individual performance. This is also a good time to identify up-and-coming leaders and do what you can to keep them, rather than letting their entrepreneurial spirit compete.

For more information call (800) 999-5099 or visit www.strongtie.com.

"there’s an encouraging sign of people modifying their homes to be more energy-efficient. it wasn’t visible before, but now they’re thinking it will help sell the house."

—harry teague, aia
Moment frames have long been considered the expensive option when small wall sections and open floor plans make shearwalls unworkable. Simpson Strong-Tie is going to challenge that perception with the new Strong Frame™ Ordinary Moment Frame. Now you can choose from 196 engineered frames, in sizes up to 16 feet wide and 19 feet tall, instead of spending hours designing your own. Engineered anchorage solutions round out the package to provide a complete moment frame solution. And since the Strong Frame uses field-bolted connections, it is easier and faster for contractors to handle and install. Now there is a cost-effective moment frame solution for residential, light commercial and multi-family applications: Simpson Strong-Tie® Strong Frame.

For more information call (800) 999-5099 or visit us at www.strongtie.com. Look for the Strong Frame Special Moment Frame in 2009.
with the firm. While many employees cling to job security in a nervous market, others may leave if they think the firm won't succeed.

Sometimes, downsizing is inevitable. Let economic forecasts, rather than wishful thinking, be the guide. “It makes sense to keep going on a line of credit if you expect a reasonable turnaround,” Hochberg says. “But if you accommodate everyone in the firm who isn’t fully occupied, you’re under-accommodating those who can do the most, and you’ll end up weakening the overall firm. It’s better to be stronger and smaller than weaker and larger.”

Strategic. Financial stability positions firms to move forward with new initiatives, and so does a deep understanding of potential clients’ business models. Architects who provide more than architecture—confidence, connections, strategic planning—will be the first out of the block when things turn around, particularly in the multifamily and mixed-use sectors. “You’re better off if you understand the implications of eco-

apartments on the building’s second floor for around $600,000 apiece, reserving a fourth rental unit for employees. “There’s an encouraging sign of people modifying their homes to be more energy-efficient,” Teague says. “It wasn’t visible before, but now they’re thinking it will help sell the house.”

Sobering economic conditions have pushed more people to modify their homes to be more energy-efficient,” Teague says. “It wasn’t visible before, but now they’re thinking it will help sell the house.”

Strategic. Financial stability positions firms to move forward with new initiatives, and so does a deep understanding of potential clients’ business models. Architects who provide more than architecture—confidence, connections, strategic planning—will be the first out of the block when things turn around, particularly in the multifamily and mixed-use sectors. “You’re better off if you understand the implications of eco-

continued on page 42

about 15 percent over-priced, estimates Peter M. Koliopoulos, AIA, principal of Scottsdale, Ariz.-based Circle West Architects. Though business has slowed for his 15-person firm, multifamily developers are asking for infill units that are practical and economical, yet memorable. They’re spending money where it’s most appreciated, because good design and planning got lost in the real estate rush. “The units don’t need to be large in scale as much as well-designed,” Koliopoulos says, with amenities like patios, efficient kitchens, rooftop gardens, and a welcoming building lobby.

continued on page 42
Atlantic Premium Shutters™ :: Innovation Born from Original Thinking™

We innovate for a living. That's why each Atlantic Premium Shutter is handcrafted using modern materials with old world craftsmanship to deliver the authentic beauty and performance you can rely on when specifying shutters. Atlantic Premium Shutters provides the most comprehensive line of operable composite shutters available today for discerning architects and custom builders. We innovate for a living and manufacture products that will remain beautiful for years to come. Innovate today.

The Tapco GROUP
Innovative Exterior Products™
Circle no. 303
www.theTapcoGroup.com

ROOFING :: SIDING :: SHUTTERS :: SIDING COMPONENTS :: TOOL SYSTEMS :: EGRESS SYSTEMS :: TRIM :: STONE VENEER
nomic forecasts, return on investment, and the ins and outs of equity versus debt financing,” Hochberg says. Knowing players who can help potential clients strategize also puts architects a step ahead. “There’s money out there, and investors who are open to good opportunities,” he continues. “Even architects who have that capacity often don’t value it enough to do it. You can’t know too much about your client’s world. It’s a question of judgment and how much you capitalize on that knowledge and are part of organizations, like the Urban Land Institute, that provide that perspective.”

Of course, it’s easiest to leverage work from people you’ve already done business with—a client who’s shifting from multifamily to campus housing or building a private home, for example. Hochberg recommends that firms making a big push into new project types hire leaders who can land the commission, rather than people who can deliver the work. Affiliations with other firms may also provide the tactical link to new sectors and scales—c.w.

“Projects are getting smaller,” agrees E.J. Meade, AIA, principal of arch 11 in Boulder, Colo. “I don’t know if it’s a reaction to the economy or energy issues, but the time of the 7,000-square-foot house is coming to an end.” His eight-person practice is busier than ever, however, with everything from small additions and pricey energy-independent homes to a 26-home LEED-certified development in the Roaring Fork Valley of western Colorado, where oil and gas exploration is creating a boomlet. “Our strategy is somewhat omnivorous—there are very few projects we turn away,” he says. “But we’ve also gained a reputation for doing exceptional work—the secret in any bad economy.”

There are many spec homes on the local market, and arch 11 avoids that kind of work, but the Roaring Fork developer has asked for modern architecture. “Everything here has a rustic flavor, and his strategy is to set himself apart with a completely different product,” Meade says. “We’ll see how that works.”

**rethinking the suburbs**

The ability to distinguish oneself is even more critical in the production home market, where the pain has been felt the worst. In the midst of too much supply and tumbling prices, only the fittest products will sell, and hitting the magic spot of perceived value is the challenge for architects in those sectors. Most of West Des Moines, Iowa-headquartered BSB Design’s clients were publicly traded home builders—a market that has virtually dried up. With two-thirds of its employees laid off and the Boston and Denver offices being served out of West Des Moines, the firm is reaching out to the small, privately funded builders that once made up its client base, and identifying successes it can adapt in other parts of the country.

“‘Retooling’ is a word we’re getting used to,” continued on page 44
Easy.

Easy to install.
Easy to maintain.
Easy on the eyes.

Our stainless steel cables are simple to assemble, effortless to maintain, and virtually transparent.

And with our special QuickConnect-SS fittings, they're easier than ever to install.

Learn about our entire Feeney Architectural Products line including CableTrellis™ kits, DesignRail™ railing systems, StaLoc® rods, and Lightline® door canopies, and see why Feeney has been the easy choice among design and building professionals for over 60 years.
"retooling' is a word we're getting used to. we're looking at how we can change builders' financial payoff on a piece of land by increasing density or decreasing up-front costs."

—steven c. moore

headquartered Looney Ricks Kiss (LRK) also sees pockets of opportunity. Million-dollar production homes are still selling apace in Houston, and Texas as a whole remains strong for planned communities targeting a mix of incomes, says Mark Jones, AIA, principal in charge of LRK's Celebration, Fla., office. The firm's multifamily clients are also looking to develop high-density suburban villages with transit service—bus or light rail—30 miles from downtown Dallas in Richardson, Plano, and

continued on page 46
A new sidewall defense from Knauf Insulation.

Knauf Perimeter Plus™ Blow-In-Blanket® System protects your reputation and your bottom line. This specially-engineered fiber glass insulation provides maximum thermal performance—up to an R-15 in 2x4 and an R-23 in 2x6 construction—at a low installed cost. And since Perimeter Plus doesn’t settle, its thermal performance isn’t compromised over the life of the home.

Perimeter Plus blows fast and clean to keep installers productive and on schedule. It thoroughly fills gaps in wall cavities and easily takes on tight corners and hard to reach areas around pipes, electrical wires and fixtures.

From our premium batts to the new GREENGUARD-Certified Perimeter Plus Blow-in-Blanket System, Knauf Insulation has you covered...with protection you can count on.

Perimeter Plus™ is a trademark of Knauf Insulation GmbH.
Blow-In-Blanket® System is a registered trademark of Blow In Blanket, LLC.
McKinney, Texas. “DPZ’s Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, FAIA, is using the term ‘smart sprawl,’ and that may be a trend we’ll see over the next five years,” says Paige C. Close, AIA, principal in charge of LRK’s multifamily group. With rising fuel costs, the firm’s clients are also discussing the need for more live/work spaces. Jones calls it urbanizing the suburbs. At Celebration, ground-floor flats are being converted to offices and retail shops. “Affordability and sustainability are huge components, whether it’s trying to replace housing from Hurricane Katrina or development here in Florida,” he says.

Downsizing will be a core value for at least the next year or two, LRK believes, whether it’s a one-bedroom rental, a move-up, or an empty nest. The firm is analyzing every square inch and branding some of its apartments as the Mini Cooper—”600-square-foot studios, cute as a button, with all the bells and whistles, but smaller, for absolute rental value,” Close says. “People have just so many dollars in their pockets, but they still want great design and quality finishes. It’s about understanding how people live and what’s essential, but still remembering that there’s a quality to proportion and scale that doesn’t cost extra money.”

For LRK and similar firms, this is one way out of housing’s perfect storm. He’s hopeful that by January 2009, with the presidential election behind us, people will be tired of the negative news and ready to move on. “Business has been soft; it’s the strangest time we’ve ever seen,” Close says. “We’re the most nervous from now to March of next year. We’re trying to hang onto our folks—and watching the economy closely.”

Modern architects recognize Eastern White Pine as a natural choice where warmth, character and classic New England details are preferred.
If you are looking for the rich natural appearance of slate or the authentic traditional look of concrete or clay tile, you will get distinctive beauty and guaranteed longevity with Distinction Composite Roofing.

- 50-year limited warranty

Distinction Composite Roofing
by Trimline Building Products

More innovative roofing products by:

TRIMLINE
BUILDING PRODUCTS
A division of Diversi-Plast
CONGRATULATIONS to Hanley Wood’s Jesse H. Neal Award Winners
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Hanley Wood is committed to publishing quality content that serves the information needs of the construction industry professionals. Our editors have once again been honored by the most prestigious editorial awards program. Join us in congratulating them.
Don't just talk green. Install the world's most energy efficient ventilating fans. Panasonic WhisperGreen. Now it pays to be quiet.

Panasonic ideas for life

Why install an ordinary bathroom fan, when you can instill trust and confidence in your customers with Panasonic WhisperGreen, the only series of ventilation fans in North America with energy stingy DC motors. Panasonic's WhisperGreen DC motor models offer the highest CFM/Watt, recognized by ENERGY STAR® guidelines for ventilating fan efficiency. They're designed to meet ASHRAE 62.2 and other indoor air quality (IAQ) standards requiring continuous ventilation. Now you can help save the environment, and save your customers some money by building tight and ventilating right with Panasonic. Live green. Save green.

Learn more at Panasonic.com/whisper18 or call 1-866-292-7292.
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The **Aluminum Advantage**—Superior Strength & Durability

Sapa Fabricated Products, home of Alumax Bath Enclosures, now offers REDD Team products and a complete line of Aluminum Railing & Fencing. Each aluminum product features superior durability and low maintenance. Our products are environmentally friendly and 100% recyclable.

REDD Team products include Pedestrian Bridges, Universal Ramps & Stairs, Floating Docks and Gangways. Each product is custom engineered to your site specifications.

Our new Aluminum Railing & Fencing includes aluminum ornamental fencing, ranch fencing and railing. The system requires little maintenance and is very durable compared to other materials.

Sapa Fabricated Products is centrally located in Magnolia, Arkansas and operates a national network of factory owned service centers that stock, fabricate and distribute in major U.S. markets.

www.sapafabricatedproducts.com

Sapa Fabricated Products • 800.643.1514
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Another solution
when architects rethink the little things, big achievements result.

details, details. Beautiful, creative, well-executed details can mean the difference between a pleasant project and a showstopper. They hold the power to make a houseguest forever remember the room where she slept, or a car slow down as it drives by a building, or a design awards judge develop instant respect for an architect he's never met.

Not every exceptional detail calls out for attention—in fact, many of the best ones are so subtle, few people consciously register them. But their effects on a space are profound. We at residential architect think the details on the following pages deserve a close look—and perhaps the ultimate compliment of emulation or adaptation. They’re clever, practical, finely crafted, and, in some cases, even gorgeous. They elevate each project they inhabit. They put the heart and art in architecture.—m.d.

Visit www.residentialarchitect.com to view enlarged versions of drawings and photographs shown in this article.
Architect Jim Burton’s clients for this home yoga studio in Clarke County, Va., wanted more room for overnight guests. They’d bought their 1,300-square-foot residence from Burton, AIA, who had designed it as his own first house. County zoning laws didn’t allow them to add more bedrooms, but the rules did permit an outbuilding of up to 600 square feet. So they and Burton decided to create a yoga space. Inspired by the main house’s ultraefficient plan, the clients came up with the idea of embedding sleeping berths into the studio’s floor.

Burton designed three boxes just over 6 feet, 8 inches in length to fit beneath the recycled poplar floorboards, above the plywood subfloor. He slipped them between the floor joists, fanning them out in a radial pattern to mirror the slight curve of the studio’s wall of windows. Custom mattresses fill the boxes and are each concealed by a pair of interlocking floor panels, which the owners open by pulling up on stainless steel handles. Controlled by a low-tech wood track, the panels slip down into slots flanking each bed.

Strong, custom-made carbon fiber bands wrap over the mattresses when the berths are closed, providing necessary support and stability to the floor above them. “To do yoga, you can’t have flexibility in the floor,” Burton says. “This way, you can do headstands with no problem.”—m.d.
Sustainable materials—such as poplar boards used to form the concrete foundation and then recycled as flooring—helped the studio achieve a LEED Gold rating.
mind the gap

architect: Murdock Young Architects, New York City

project: Lake House, Montauk, N.Y.

detail: Trusses

When summer residences are closed in with drywall, they lose the casual charm of the old uninsulated beach houses, says architect Robert Young, AIA. The task of exposing the rafters of this lakeside home got him thinking about using materials in ways that express their strengths. “We were talking about doing a knife-blade connection between the trusses,” he says. “It’s usually concealed except for the bolt heads on the surface. What I found interesting is that the wood elements are doing the work in the middle of the span, but at the moment of connection, it’s all about the steel. That led to the idea to leave a 1-inch gap to show what’s going on.”

All intersecting timbers are held apart to expose a sliver of the embedded stainless steel knife plates. Of course, this more artful solution required the expertise of builder Rick Shumway, who used a plunge chain saw to chisel a thin, deep slot into the Douglas fir trusses to accept the plates at predetermined angles. At center span, the plates receive a stainless steel rod that slips through a sleeve and is tethered to the ridge.

“Elements in compression—the solid wood—need to be heavy and strong,” Young says. “But a rod in tension can be very thin. The materials express what’s going on structurally.”—c.w.

Highly insulating, 6-inch-thick SIPs on the roof allowed Robert Young to expose the rafters. To reduce echo, he laid white-painted wood ceiling boards over an absorbent mat. A small gap between the boards traps sound.
Each truss consists of two rafters, two diagonals, and two bottom timbers. The horizontal span is joined by two knife plates welded onto a stainless steel rod. Young arranged the acorn nuts as a decorative element.

general contractor: Atlantic Collaborative Construction Co., Bridgehampton, N.Y.
steel fabricator: Peconic Ironworks, Southampton, N.Y.
structural engineer: Robert Silman Associates, New York City
materials: Painted 4x10 kiln-dried Douglas fir, stainless steel rods, knife plates, bolts, washers, decorative nuts
photography: Michael Moran
At its simplest, a stairway is an element that moves people vertically through space, but in architect Brad Lynch’s house, it’s also a means of passive heating and cooling. Oriented east-west on a narrow urban lot, the house is 63 feet deep on the first floor. Employing the firm’s trademark reductive logic, Lynch organized the interiors around a three-story millwork core. It separates the stairway, which runs along the south-facing outer wall, from the open spaces on each floor. People move in and out of the first-floor public zones through openings in those 3½-foot-thick wood volumes. “You enter on the side of the house at grade, walk into the landing, and circulate up or down from there,” Lynch explains.

Because the slab-concrete first floor is partly below grade (the second floor sits about 4 feet above ground), it acts as a thermal mass to keep the house cool in the summer and warm in the winter. On the east and west ends of the house, Lynch positioned operable awning windows near the stair run. When they’re open, the stair acts as a wind chimney, gently drawing air up through the house and dispersing it into the living areas.

The staircase appears to float effortlessly from floor to floor. A steel channel stringer was recessed into the exterior gypsum-board wall on one side and the millwork on the other. Treads are composed of quartersawn red oak on ½-inch plywood that wraps around the steel plate running between the stringers, leaving a ¼-inch metal reveal on each end.—c.w.

The stair’s steel stringers are recessed into the millwork and exterior wall. Brad Lynch's floating, open risers create an effect that's at once transparent and opaque.
Fresh air is funneled throughout the house from operable windows at either end of the stair run. The two main millwork volumes hold items such as kitchen appliances, a bookcase, a vanity, and closets.
desert gate

project: Six, Tucson
detail: Entry gates

Luis Ibarra says courtyards are the best “technique for living in the desert climate.” In fact, his latest development project with partner (and wife) Teresa Rosano, RA, LEED AP, counts on the appeal of courtyard living to sell six spec houses. The L-shaped houses are grouped in pairs, with side-by-side courtyards serving as one big buffer between house and street. A continuous stucco wall punctuated by pre-rusted garage doors and twin steel entry gates encloses the courtyards.

“The first impression of each house is this dramatic gate,” Ibarra says. “A big horizontal gate was an obvious choice for aesthetics as well as function.” Enclosing the courtyards allows owners to open up their house to cool nights without feeling exposed. But when they want a view of the neighborhood, the 9-foot-wide gate pivots open with a gentle push, thanks to Ibarra’s design intuition and metal fabricator Don Murphy’s expertise. Each gate’s hollow structure keeps it light and easy to operate. Blackened steel panels are fastened to a welded tube steel frame with hex head screws. Ibarra likens the look to an old plane with exposed rivets.

Owners are given the option of allowing the steel to patina and rust over time, or they can have their gate sealed so the steel will retain its blue-black luster. Each gate hangs a scant 4 inches off the ground, but an 18-inch gap between the top of the 6-foot-tall steel panels and the stucco wall offers glimpses of trees and sky. A narrow strip of translucent polycarbonate breaks up the expanse of steel and provides shadowy notice if someone approaches.—s.d.h.
The gate pivots around a steel pipe attached to the frame by U-bolts. "We wanted it to pivot so it would counterbalance itself," Ibarra explains. "By moving the pivot farther into the mass, we found a natural balance point."
It rains, go away

architect: Eggleston Farkas Architects, Seattle
project: Port Hadlock Cabin, Port Hadlock, Wash.
detail: Gutter

Eggleston Farkas Architects practices in the Pacific Northwest, where precipitation is a constant companion, so the firm is continually exploring ways to celebrate water and its conveyance. “We like to look at how gutters and downspouts can work with the architecture,” says Allan Farkas, AIA.

The Port Hadlock Cabin is a perfect example of the firm’s objective. Located on a sloping site with a wetlands area, the 1,965-square-foot retreat consists of two volumes: a main house with a bedroom, living area, and screen porch and a guest wing with a bedroom, loft, and playroom. Each volume is topped by a corrugated metal shed roof that slopes to a shared gutter. The firm rejected a conventional water-collection system, however, in favor of a creative design inspired by one firm co-principal John Eggleston, AIA, saw while traveling in the Caribbean.

First, the architects designed the roof of the smaller volume to hang over the larger building by roughly 12 inches, creating a covered exterior walkway between the two buildings. They then cut away about 1/6 of the circumference of a large pipe and attached it to the main house with 12 brackets. Each strap is sandwiched between the 2x6 rafter tails of the main house and attaches to the underside of the guest wing’s roof framing. “It’s a simple hot-dipped galvanized steel pipe, but the straps were custom-designed and the general contractor found a fabricator,” Farkas explains.

A 1-inch-by-1-inch drip tab at the end of the pipe gets the water started. “Otherwise, it has a tendency to run backwards,” Farkas says. The water falls into a concrete receptacle that channels it away from the house into a holding cistern, where it slowly releases to the wetlands.—n.f.m.
The architects chose industrial-style hot-dipped galvanized steel because of the area’s marine heritage—several Naval bases are nearby—but also because of its durable nature. “The material should last a pretty long time,” Farkas says.

general contractor: RMG Construction, Blaine, Wash.
metal fabricator: Allied Steel Fabricators, Redmond, Wash.
materials: Hot-dipped galvanized steel gutter, brackets, bolts, corrugated galvanized steel roof, precast concrete cistern
photography: Jim Van Gundy/ www.photoboy.biz
shelve it

architect: ISTUDIO, Washington, D.C.
project: Blue-Green House, Washington, D.C.
detail: Movable shelves

Renovations to this 100-year-old row house in downtown Washington, D.C., focused on better flow and flexible spaces. Rick Harlan Schneider, AIA, LEED AP, wanted to open up the narrow footprint by eliminating walls in the public spaces, but the owner didn’t want to sacrifice privacy or storage space. One morning during his daily bus commute, the architect sketched a design for movable bookshelves to divide living and dining spaces without closing them off.

“The shelves provide some measure of screening between rooms,” Schneider explains, “and they hold the owner’s pottery collection.” The shelves move independently of each other to manipulate circulation and views within the space. Three units consist of matching boxes stacked in an offset pattern. Perforated metal screens randomly divide each box into “little display pockets” so that multiple items can be placed on each shelf. A slight reveal between each box prevents the shelves from scraping against each other when they are pushed together.

Century-old floors in the house were too uneven for shelves on wheels, so Schneider worked with builder Noah Blumberg to design a double-track hanging system. “I quickly realized that the ceiling plane was the most stable way to support them,” Schneider says. “And I thought it would be fun to let them float just off the floor.”—s.d.h.

Rick Harlan Schneider’s design for the shelves (as well as the metal fireplace screen) was inspired by the homeowner’s attraction to bold graphic designs from the 1960s.

general contractor: Ark Contracting, Chevy Chase, Md.
fabricator: Juan Beck, Washington, D.C.
materials: MDF, birch veneer, low-VOC glues and sealants, perforated metal, Hafele America Co. hanging track system
photography: Dan Redmond
one step up

architect: Turnbull Griffin Haesloop Architects, San Francisco


detail: Breakfast nook

“In much of our work, we spend a lot of time detailing to make things look really minimal,” says Eric Haesloop, AIA, LEED AP, a principal at the San Francisco firm Turnbull Griffin Haesloop Architects. He, co-principals Mary Griffin, FAIA, and Stefan Hastrup, AIA, LEED AP, and their staff design many projects in scenic areas of Northern California. They want their details to emphasize these sites’ natural beauty, rather than distract from it.

The breakfast nook at a house in The Sea Ranch, Calif., provides a perfect example of this approach. The 21-square-foot space sits just off the kitchen, up a 6-inch-tall step. “The step makes all the difference,” Haesloop says. “It lifts the nook apart from the main space completely.” Cedar benches appear to float without support, as does a cedar tabletop. Both are held up by flat, L-shaped pieces of steel embedded in the walls. Builder Don Matheny carved out slots on the undersides of the tabletop and benches, then screwed the steel into them. “He did a beautiful job,” Haesloop adds. “That’s really key for most details.”

A downlit wall niche forms a cedar-lined display shelf. Cedar boards placed in a pinwheel pattern frame the niche—a move that gently highlights the wood’s warm hues and fine grain. And big, aluminum-framed windows turn the nook’s north and northeast walls into lenses for the windswept landscape.—m.d.

drawings: Courtesy Turnbull Griffin Haesloop Architects

to conceal the window shades and a junction box for the nook’s light fixtures, the architects designed discreet cedar casings. Hidden pieces of steel stabilize the benches and tabletop.

general contractor: Matheny Construction, Nevada City, Calif.

woodworkers: Martin Maul Construction, Gualala, Calif., and David Hanson Woodworking, Santa Rosa, Calif.

materials: Cedar, steel, gypsum board

photography: David Wakely
steel sky

architect: Fougeron Architecture, San Francisco
project: Tehama Grasshopper, San Francisco
detail: Windows

With its access to the sky and spectacular views of downtown San Francisco, this bedroom penthouse addition is the crown jewel of a loft renovation in an abandoned-warehouse district. In creating the master suite, Anne Fougeron, AIA, envisioned something gloriously light and airy, with shapes that break free of the rigid geometry of the building below. Those ideas are expressed in a grasshopperlike volume created by rooflines that shoot up toward the views. The glass wall on the northwest-facing side reinforces the sense of a flitting creature at rest. One section folds horizontally along the 8-foot-wide seat at the top of the stairs, creating a magical perch with a bird's-eye view of the city. Its glass was siliconed into a frame made from flat steel plates and steel rods screwed together. In fact, the frame is part of the light steel system supporting the penthouse on top of the concrete building.

"The reason we did this custom system was to keep the profiles as thin as possible so as not to interrupt the views," says project designer Todd Aranaz. "Part of the inspiration came from the windows below in the existing 1940s building, which are light steel frames also." The glass wall continuing beyond the window seat is canted slightly along a single plane. Part of the same steel system, it's fitted with custom-made aluminum frames with a thermal barrier. The aluminum frames were chosen for their insulating value and because they're rated for high winds, which can reach 80 mph up on the roof, Aranaz says. (For more on this project, a 2008 *residential architect* Design Award winner, see pages 52–53 in the May 2008 issue.)—c.w.

general contractor: Johnstone McAuliffe Construction, Pacifica, Calif.
custom steel window fabricator: Dennis Ludeman, Emeryville, Calif.
materials: Insulated glass, custom steel frames, aluminum frames, threaded rods
photography: Richard Barnes

The creased window is an extension of the stair volume, which slopes up and folds back down to become an 8-foot-wide bench (mirroring the stair width). The windows' light steel frame is part of the penthouse's framing structure.
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the new standard

sometimes, stock parts can yield cleverly custom details.

by nigel f. maynard

If you're lucky enough to be blessed with big-budget commissions, executing custom details is probably not that difficult, assuming you have access to skilled craftsmen and fabricators. But high-end and even modest projects need problem solving—especially when custom fabrication is either impractical or simply not an option. Material connections are especially tricky, says architect Todd Walker, AIA, principal of Archimania in Memphis, Tenn. "There are a lot of different ways architects want to transition things," he says, and finding a solution can be difficult at best, impossible at worst.

Thankfully, there are plenty of off-the-shelf products on the market that can help resolve transition issues and a host of other problems. In the process, they can create details that are every bit as elegant as a skilled artisan's, but not nearly as costly.

source decoders

One company popular with architects looking for stock solutions to such challenges is Alpharetta, Ga.-based Fry Reglet Corp. John Hubert, AIA, of Wynote, Pa., often uses Fry when he wants to create a simple reveal around windows or doors. "We build our own work now, so we're the installer," he explains. "Sometimes we create our own reveals using a piece of lattice trim, but other times we use Fry's 'F' reveal molding."

Fry offers a wide variety of interior wall trim pieces that create vertical or horizontal transitions between ceilings and walls or between walls and other building materials. Charles Alexander, AIA, uses the company's J-channels as termination trim when fiber-cement siding meets door and window openings. "We detail all of our siding with it," says the principal of Alexander Design Studio in Ellicott City, Md. "We can get a higher-quality finish with it, and we don't need molding around windows."

But Fry isn't the only game in town for such items. The Interior Specialties Division of Bossier City, La.-based Gordon offers a range of vinyl drywall accessory products that includes shadow and reveal beads, "J" beads, bullnose beads, and Magic Corner expansion beads.

For architects and designers, the question of detailing is largely about availability, says Ivor Brown, principal of Berkeley, Calif.-based Slant Studio, a firm that stresses "an economy of means" in its work. "It's a matter of what kind of configuration you need," Brown explains. "We start by asking ourselves if an off-the-shelf material will work or if we can build [a detail] out of a kit of parts." He says the firm's investigations have led to a short list of reliable suppliers that offer products which work well in most situations.

Slant, for example, is a fan of Oakland, Calif.-based Feeney's CableRail assemblies for railing infill options. Made from Type 316 stainless steel, the pieces come with an assortment of attachment hardware and cables in a variety of thicknesses. Unfortunately, local code changes forcing architects to create smaller railing openings have left Slant exploring options other than cable railings. "We're moving away from it," Brown acknowledges, "but cost-wise it's still continued on page 68
pretty good.” He says the firm also uses Tampa, Fla.-based McNichols Co. for metal mesh and Julius Blum & Co. for a variety of solutions. (The Carlstadt, N.J.-based company supplies ornamental iron, bronze, and aluminum elements such as handrail brackets, glass rail mounting, pipe railings, traditional railing components, and metal tubing bars and shapes.) Alexander also relies heavily on Julius Blum, specing the company’s specialized metal pieces “so that they require minimal fabrication in the field,” he says.

Walker’s detailing decisions largely depend on the look he’s trying to achieve. “A lot has to do with the philosophy of the design,” he explains. “Is it minimal? Industrial? Is it going to be elegant?” Once these issues are resolved, the architect explores his options. He often uses Fry Reglet for reveals, but he also looks to Plattsburgh, N.Y.-based Schluter Systems for transitions between flooring materials, such as wood to tile.

Not every architect approaches detailing in the same way. Christine L. Albertsson, AIA, a co-principal of Minneapolis-based Albertsson Hansen Architecture, uses custom cabinetry and millwork for her detailed expressions. Sometimes she’ll focus her attention on items that her clients will interact with on a daily basis, like door handles (for which she uses Rocky Mountain Hardware of Hailey, Idaho). “A lot of clients respond to [the hardware], so we use it over and over,” she says of the company’s creations. Another favorite strategy is to infuse the work with tactile elements such as textured tile. “We like to spec tiles that are a pleasure to clean,” she jokes.

subtlety gets you noticed
In recent years, manufacturers have been designing (and redesigning) a slew of products that are particularly appealing to the architectural community—either because of the look they create or the problems they solve. For example, Seiko International in Pasadena, Calif., has developed a following with its unique collection of round AC registers and diffusers that break the standard monotony. Made from aluminum with hidden brackets, the pieces truly stand out in a residential project.

Recently, Huntington Beach, Calif.-based California Faucets introduced StyleDrain, a square-shaped residential drain that’s designed with hidden screws. “Consumers are frustrated with the limited selection of lackluster, industrial-style drains available,” Jeff Silverstein, the company’s president, said in a release announcing the product. “A gorgeous, richly designed shower drain with an unattractive and clunky commercial drain didn’t sit well with us.” Available in 30 finishes, the drain’s shape creates a cleaner look and makes tiling easier. The company also claims that the design makes water flow more efficiently.

Not to be outdone, Quick Drain USA of Frisco, Colo., has developed a linear shower drain with a crisp design and a subtle presence in the bath. Available as a door or wall drain, the product is available in seven lengths ranging from 24 inches to 48 inches and can be used with any tile size.

design on a dime?
Specing any or all of these exciting new products doesn’t require much—except maybe a quick check for code compliance. When it comes to details, proper installation makes all the difference. Having skilled contractors execute your instructions separates brilliant touches from mediocre measures; it also prevents inexpensive details from becoming costly distractions.

Of course, some details will be simple and cheap to install, whereas others (reveals around doors, for example) can add up fast. “Sometimes you think [a detail] should cost less,” Walker says, “but nine times out of 10, it costs more.” There are reasons why that’s so, however. “Compared to casing out a door with trim, [a reveal] isn’t necessarily cheaper, because it takes more work,” Brown explains. And yet, it’s a small price to pay for perfection. ra
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door score

Banducci eschews conventional garage doors in favor of Clopay’s Avante Collection. The aluminum-framed glass panel doors “make the garage an architectural feature instead of something we’d normally try to hide,” he explains. Shown here on one of the firm’s houses, Avante doors are made with 2½-inch frames in custom sizes. Multiple frame color and window style options—including frosted glass, Banducci’s preference— can be specified. Clopay Building Products, 800.225.6729; www.clopaydoor.com.

all that glass

Banducci looks to Oceanside Glasstile’s Tessera mosaics when he wants to add pizzazz to his baths, including the one shown here. The tiles are made from silica sand and, in some cases, post-consumer recycled bottle glass. A fan of the products’ durability, the architect also appreciates how “light seems to dance across their surface.” The line comes in four sizes and dozens of iridescent and non-iridescent colors. Oceanside Glasstile, 760.929.4000; www.glasstile.com.

good cover

For the exteriors of his houses (including the one above), Banducci relies on Western red cedar siding. He says he likes the dimensionally stable material because it “naturally resists shrinkage, decay, and insect damage” and because it “complements the landscape and clean lines of contemporary residential projects.” Available in a variety of grades, cedar also cuts and installs easily. Western Red Cedar Lumber Association, 866.778.9096; www.wrcla.org.

—nigel f. maynard
new material

by nigel f. maynard and shelley d. hutchins

discriminating taste

To say architects love details is an understatement. Perhaps that's why they flock to brands that share the same mania for minutiae. One such brand is Henrybuilt. The young, Seattle-based company's hand-built custom kitchen systems—HB20, HB40, and the M Series—are fabricated with highly refined materials such as FSC-certified hardwoods, laminate, wood veneers, bamboo, solid surface, glass, and stainless steel. A variety of cabinet units, countertops, and backsplash components are available. The contemporary HB20 system is shown here in bamboo with a Durat work surface. Henrybuilt, 206.624.9270; www.henrybuilt.com.

aqua recliner

Rich wood gives the Agata a stylish furniture look, and integrated neck pillows and a generous depth make it feel like a comfy recliner. Already great for a simple soak, the two-person, stand-alone tub can be customized with maxi and/or micro massage jets, chromotherapy lights, and an iPod docking station for luxurious, high-end relaxation. Available in biscuit, bone, sterling silver, and white. Neptune, 888.366.7058; www.bainsneptune.com.

cover art

Clear or frosted weather- and UV-resistant acrylic snaps to a stainless steel frame in this sleek Lightline canopy from Feeney. A built-in aluminum gutter elegantly keeps rain from dripping on porches or steps, and a concealed rubber joint directs water away from the house wall. Choose from curve, arch, or gable styles in sizes ranging from approximately 5 feet to 9 feet wide and 3 feet to 5 feet deep. Feeney, 800.888.2418; www.lightlinecanopies.com.
disappearing acts

NanaWall's new HSW50 individual panel sliding system makes traditional walls virtually unnecessary. The thermally broken aluminum-framed system lets architects create walls of glass with no visual track on the floor and, according to the manufacturer, offers the same security and wind load capabilities as a track-based system. The panels can be installed anywhere a regular wall would stand and can even be outfitted with swinging doors. NanaWall Systems, 800.873.5673; www.nanawall.com.

occidental tourist

Ornamentation is welcomed in certain applications. This Eastlake interior door knob—a popular late 1800s design that was a fixture of the 1897 Sears catalog—proves it. Named for British architect Charles Locke Eastlake and resurrected by Portland, Ore.-based Rejuvenation, the style is a hybrid of English Gothic and Japanese designs. The 1½-inch-by-5½-inch set is constructed of forged brass in six finishes. Rejuvenation, 888.401.1900; www.rejuvenation.com.

heaven-sent

Glass artisan Steve Weinstock, of Alchemy Glass & Light, found inspiration for his Celestial Series of sinks in the iconic work of artist Jasper Johns. The colorful Mosaic model, shown here, is created by fusing reclaimed shards of glass into a ¾-inch-thick glass sheet. Each handcrafted bowl has a 15-inch or 18-inch diameter with a depth of approximately 5 inches or 6 inches, respectively. Alchemy Glass & Light, 877.552.5243; www.alchemyglass.com.

continued on page 74
wowzer, houzer

HOUZER’s Novus Series offers everything plus the kitchen sink, fusing good looks with great function. Two inset panels slide into various configurations across the sink’s 30-inch opening to create extra workspace; one features tiny perforations to double as a drain board. Made from superior-grade T-304 stainless steel, which the company says is highly corrosion- and stain-resistant, the ½-inch-radius undermount sink fits a 36-inch base. HOUZER, 800.880.3639; www.houzersink.com.

desk job

Brooklyn, N.Y.-based Atlas Industries says its ad6 desk is ideal for an architect’s office. A companion piece to the firm’s as4 modular shelving and storage system, the desk is made from solid hardwood with cold-rolled steel pulls, desk supports, and leveling base. Standard specs are 76¼ inches long, 28 inches deep, and 29½ inches high, in white oak, maple, walnut, or cherry, but custom sizes and woods are available. Atlas Industries, 718.596.5045; www.atlaseast.com.

the down low

If the thought of a homely shower drain keeps you up at night, Sugar Hill, Ga.-based MTI Whirlpools has a solution: the Concealed Drain shower base. Made from an engineered solid-surface material, the base has a cover that hides the traditional drain underneath. Nonporous and stain-resistant, it comes in matte white or matte biscuit. MTI Whirlpools, 800.783.8827; www.mtiwhirlpools.com.
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Hand sorted by color, size and thickness, Outwater’s Genuine Stone Tiles comprise 100% natural stones that are individually adhered in mosaic or stacked patterns onto mesh style backings to create easy to install, seamless interlocking 12”x12” and 4”x12” tiles. Ideally suited for interior or exterior use in a vast range of residential and commercial new construction or renovation projects, Outwater’s Genuine Stone Tiles are offered in a variety of exotic and traditional round and flat stones in numerous styles and colors to suit a wide assortment of vertical or horizontal applications.

FREE 1,000+ PAGE MASTER CATALOG!
LOWEST PRICES...WIDEST SELECTION... ALL FROM STOCK!

ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS BY OUTWATER
Call 1-888-772-1400 (Catalog Requests)
Fax 1-800-835-4405 (Sales)
www.outwater.com
New Jersey • Arizona • Canada
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The Quiet Solution for Superior Bathroom Ventilation

AeroFan Bathroom Ventilation Fans are engineered to provide superior ventilation. Available in lighted or non-lighted versions, the modern design will compliment any bathroom with its quiet & efficient 2-speed operation.

Continental Fan offers a superior line of commercial & residential ventilation products & air purification systems.

Continental Fan Manufacturing Inc.
Tel: 800.779.4021
www.continentalfan.com
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More Laundry Room

Create Extra Space to Shine
Call or Go Online Today for Free CAD Blocks

• Safely collect dryer flex-exhaust-hose neatly in the wall.
• Make the laundry look and feel larger even with today’s bigger appliances.

In-O-Vate Technologies Inc.
888-443-7937 • www.Dryerbox.com
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Elegant Stone Products

We specialize in custom stone projects ordered to your specifications. We are experienced in projects of all sizes.

Edge Types In Stock:
Bullnosed
Eased

We have the largest color selection of Prefabricated Granite Countertops.

Natural Marble Fireplaces & Columns
Exotic Brazilian Prefab Granite

Direct importer of natural stone for over 20 years. All materials are in stock and we ship nationwide.

Other Products Available:
• Tiles
• Marble Fireplace Surrounds
• Marble Medallions
• Marble Columns
• Stainless Steel Sinks & more

Visit our website to see all our products!
www.jerongmarble.com

2460 Radley Ct. Hayward, CA 94545
(510) 782-2888 • sales@jerongmarble.com
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"Thanks to ArchitectJobsOnline.com, I’m part of a great team..."

Career satisfaction comes from finding not only the right job but also the right employer. ArchitectJobsOnline.com offers job listings from the highest concentration of architects anywhere as well as Career Advice, Architect News, Architect Events, Salary Information and Resume Posting. So visit ArchitectJobsOnline.com and find a job that matches your unique taste.
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<td>847-303-5664</td>
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<td>Atlantic Premium Shutters by the Tapco Group</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>—</td>
<td><a href="http://www.theTapcoGroup.com">www.theTapcoGroup.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>389</td>
<td>877-ASK-AZEK</td>
<td><a href="http://www.azek.com">www.azek.com</a></td>
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<td>Belgard</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>877-Belgard</td>
<td><a href="http://www.belgardfall.com">www.belgardfall.com</a></td>
</tr>
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<td>CertainTeed</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>321</td>
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<td>Generac</td>
<td>14</td>
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<td><a href="http://www.guardiangenerators.com">www.guardiangenerators.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanover Architectural Products</td>
<td>40, 42</td>
<td>209, 251</td>
<td>800-426-4242</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hanoverpavers.com">www.hanoverpavers.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanley Wood University*</td>
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<td><a href="http://www.residentialarchitect.com">www.residentialarchitect.com</a></td>
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<td>6</td>
<td>308</td>
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<td><a href="http://www.IAPMOES.org">www.IAPMOES.org</a></td>
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<td>Inclinator Custom Home Elevators</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>800-343-9007 Dept.77</td>
<td><a href="http://www.inclinator.com">www.inclinator.com</a></td>
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<tr>
<td>JELD-WEN Windows &amp; Doors</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>800-877-9482 ext. 1419</td>
<td><a href="http://www.jeldwen.com/1419">www.jeldwen.com/1419</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knauf Insulation</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>800-825-4434 ext.8300</td>
<td><a href="http://www.knaufinsulation.com">www.knaufinsulation.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolbe Windows &amp; Doors</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>800-955-8177</td>
<td><a href="http://www.kolbe-kolbe.com">www.kolbe-kolbe.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutron</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>877-258-8766</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lutron.com/homeworks">www.lutron.com/homeworks</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Windows and Doors</td>
<td>C2-1</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>800-236-9690</td>
<td><a href="http://www.MarvinCasement.com">www.MarvinCasement.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKBA</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>—</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nkba.org">www.nkba.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NuVo</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>866-796-4904</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nuvotechnologies.com">www.nuvotechnologies.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>866-292-7292</td>
<td><a href="http://www.panasonic.com/whisper18">www.panasonic.com/whisper18</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pella</td>
<td>36, 37</td>
<td>19, 244</td>
<td>866-829-9051</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pella.com/pro">www.pella.com/pro</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinecrest</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>43, 214, 275</td>
<td>800-443-5357</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pinecrestinc.com">www.pinecrestinc.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>289, 302, 337, 385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollard Windows &amp; Doors</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>800-846-4746</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pollardwindows.com">www.pollardwindows.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinvention Conference</td>
<td>32-33</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td><a href="http://www.reinventionconf.com">www.reinventionconf.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residential architect Design Awards</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td><a href="http://www.radesignawards.com">www.radesignawards.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapa Fabricated Products</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>800-643-1514</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sapafabricatedproducts.com">www.sapafabricatedproducts.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson Strong-Tie</td>
<td>38, 39</td>
<td>44, 26</td>
<td>800-999-5099</td>
<td><a href="http://www.strongtie.com">www.strongtie.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftPlan</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>800-248-0164</td>
<td><a href="http://www.softplan.com">www.softplan.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonance</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>—</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sonance.com/facelift">www.sonance.com/facelift</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark Modern Fires</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>866-938-3846</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sparkfires.com">www.sparkfires.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwimEx</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>800-877-7946</td>
<td><a href="http://www.SwimEx.com">www.SwimEx.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Tapco Group</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>—</td>
<td><a href="http://www.theTapcoGroup.com">www.theTapcoGroup.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermador</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>800-735-4328</td>
<td><a href="http://www.thermador.com">www.thermador.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trex</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>800-BUY-TREX ext. 6348</td>
<td><a href="http://www.trex.com">www.trex.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trimline</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>800-438-2920</td>
<td><a href="http://www.trimline-products.com">www.trimline-products.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulikivi</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>800-843-3473</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tulikivi.com">www.tulikivi.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whirlpool</td>
<td>2, 3, 5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>800-253-3977</td>
<td><a href="http://www.insideadvantage.com">www.insideadvantage.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>800-332-9513</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wolfcookingtrade.com">www.wolfcookingtrade.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Issue mailed in regional editions.
Bring your clients' culinary fantasies to life in a Thermador Masterpiece kitchen. Powerful cooktops featuring advanced Star® Burners fire the imagination. Sleek ventilation with electronic controls clears the air and clarifies possibilities. Spacious, state-of-the-art wall ovens featuring the largest capacity on the market accommodate the most daring ventures. In a Thermador kitchen, inspiration is always on the menu.
Working from their 1910 Craftsman home suited Daren Doss, AIA, and Lisa Chadbourne just fine—until their daughter was born. With space at a premium, the husband-and-wife architects turned to the outbuilding typology they’d always admired. “We wanted to bring a traditionally agrarian idea into an urban setting,” Doss explains.

Local zoning codes forced creative work-arounds, resulting in a decidedly modern structure that can function as a garage, a studio, and eventually, perhaps, a residence. It’s a bold experiment in unconventional materials, clever detailing, translucency, and openness, to be sure. Three sides open via 8-foot-square double Dutch doors acquired from a Kentucky door supplier that specializes in horse stables. “You can actually drive through the building,” Chadbourne says of the garage space, which is used for meetings and parties. A bookshelf-lined polycarbonate wall on the house-facing north elevation draws in additional light without sacrificing privacy. And a “bay window” three-quarter bath “literally hangs off the cantilevered floor joist above,” Doss says, “satisfying zoning requirements for projecting into the setback.” The architects’ one-room studio—complete with custom desks and skylight—occupies the second floor.

Finger-jointed cedar—stained to pick up the orange hues of a neighboring brick-enclosed substation—wraps the façade, along with steel plate siding that morphs into a fence. Asphalt plank flooring upstairs and a green roof deck around the building’s midsection add textural and visual interest.—marla misek clark